
The Islamic Lunar Calendar: 
Outlining the Controversy 

 

   الشَّْمُس َواْلَقَمُر ِبُحْسَباٍن
“The sun and the moon follow courses (exactly) computed”  

Verse 5, Surat ar-Rahman, Al-Qur’an  
  

The Islamic lunar calendar dictates the celebrations and markings of many religious festivals 

and religiously significant events. It has been in practice since it was established over fourteen 

hundred years ago in the Arabian Peninsula. Today the global Muslim community, or the 

Ummah, still apply the Islamic calendar to their religious affairs. Yet in the modern era of high-

speed communication and global villages, we differ on the application of this calendar, the 

events of which bind us by faith, regardless of global positions. 

 

This article is borne out of a desire to neatly and concisely present the ‘Islamic lunar Calendar’ 

to the everyday Muslim, in order to nurture understanding. 

 

The Hijri Lunar Calendar and the Gregorian Solar Calendar
The Gregorian calendar is a solar calendar and was 

established in 1582 Common Erai (CE). It is referenced 

from the perceived birth of Jesusii. Today it is the most 

commonly used calendar for official purposes 

throughout the world. 

 

The Islamic calendar is a lunar calendar and was 

established by the second caliph, Caliph ‘Umar ibn Al-

Khattab, in 638 CE / 16 Anno Hegirae (AH), latin for 

Year of the Hijrah. The ‘hijrah’ or emigration of the 

Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings upon him) 

from Makkah to Medina was set as the reference for 

the new Islamic dating system; the ‘Hijri calendar’. 

The solar (Gregorian) calendar is dependent upon the 

rotation of the earth around the sun. One solar year is 

approximately the length of time it takes the earth to do 

one orbit of the sun. This is approximately 365 days 

and is split into 12 months. 

 

The lunar (Hijri) calendar is dependent upon the 

rotation of the moon, the earth’s natural satellite, 

around the earth. The lunar year too is split into twelve 

lunar months. The start and end of each lunar month is 

determined by the phase of the moon. Each lunar 

month is typically twenty-nine or thirty days, resulting 

in a lunar year usually of 354iii  days. This is eleven 

days shorter than a solar non-leap yeariv. 

In the solar calendar, the four seasons occur in the 

same months every year. It is easy to predict that in 

twenty, or in any number of, solar years time, summerv 

will begin in June, autumn in September, winter in 

December, and spring in March.  As the lunar year is 

eleven or twelve days shorter than the solar year, the 

Hijri-lunar months such as Muharramvi and 

Ramadaanvii move back through the Gregorian year, 

and thus fall in different seasons over time. 

Another important difference between the Gregorian 

and Hijri calendars is the start of the day. In the 

Gregorian calendar the new day begins at midnight, 

whilst in the Hijri calendar, the new day begins at 

magribviii, the time of sunset. 
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Phases of the Moon: The Lunar Cycles 
 

The moon, unlike the sun, does not emit light. It is a 

‘dark’ satellite, and is only visible because of the 

reflected light of the sun. The moon’s visible area 

changes continuously according to the angle formed by 

a line between the sun, earth, and moon, resulting in 

‘lunar cycles’. Today, the motion and phases of the 

moon can be calculated accurately from its ‘birth’, at 

the beginning of the lunar cycle, to the end of the lunar 

cycle. 

 

The new moon has a ‘birth’ time and place, which can 

be calculated accurately. However at this stage, the 

moon is dark and invisible and it is not possible to 

observe the ‘birth’ of the moon. The new moon only 

becomes visible typically a day (20-25 hours) after its 

astronomical birth, as a ‘waxing’ crescent which during 

its first three days is referred to as the ‘hilaal’.  

 

The waxing crescent grows ix  daily and eventually 

becomes a ‘full’ moon, marking the middle stage of the 

lunar cyclex. The full moon then begins ‘waning’xi until 

it becomes so thin that the moon is invisible again. It is 

then ‘reborn’, beginning its lunar cycle once again. The 

lunar cycle varies between 29 and 30 days.

 
 

 
The ‘waxing’ moon in the 

Northern hemispherexii

 
The full moon 

 
The ‘waning’ moon in the 

Northern hemispherexiii

  
 
Due to the spherical shape of the earth, the place of 

‘birth’ of the moon alters every monthxiv, and so the 

region in which the new moon becomes first visible, 

too, alters every month. 

 

The main criterion for hilaal (new moon) visibility is 

the angular separation between the sun and the moon at 

sunset. The degree of visibility is influenced by a 

number of factors including the crescent duration, the 

angle the crescent forms with the sun, the distance 

between the earth and the moon, latitude, seasons and 

weather conditions. 
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When Does The Hijri New Month Begin? 
 
The Hijri lunar months have religious significance, 

particularly for the holy month of fasting, Ramadaan, 

and the month of pilgrimage (hajj), Dhul Hijjah xv . 

Therefore the need for accuracy in observing the hilaal 

bears heavily on the conscience of Muslim 

communities around the globe. 

 

In order to declare the new month, the hilaal must be 

visible before Esha, the fifth and final prayer of the day. 

For example, on the 29th of Ramadaan, there is a 

possibility that the next day is the beginning of the next 

month, Shabaan. But if the hilaal is not visible by Esha 

it is required that it be assumed that the next day is part 

of Ramadaan and therefore the fast must be observed. 

There may be a delay between the sighting of the hilaal 

and the communication of the sighting by broadcasters. 

 

The lack of certainty on the issue of when the new 

month begins rests on the contentious issue of the 

method used to observe the hilaal. This is complicated 

by time-zones which affects where the hilaal is first 

visible. 

 

 

Naked-eye Observations & the Use of Calculations 

 

According to relevant hadithsxvi, the Sunnahxvii was to 

observe the hilaal by the naked eye. Sophisticated 

calculationsxviii for calculating the motion of the moon, of 

the like of which we have today, were not available in 

the 7th century (CE).xix  

 

In following the Sunnah of beginning the month 

according to a credible witnessing of the hilaal, we 

immediately are faced with two issues: 

• The hilaal may not be visible for a number of days 

after the birth of the new moon, for example because 

of bad weather conditions. 

• The hilaal may be falsely claimed to have been 

witnessed. This depends upon the credibility of the 

witness, which may be undermined by malicious 

intent or poor eye-sight. 

 

The positions of celestial objects can be calculated 

accurately by the use of modern calculations, and thus 

predict when and where the hilaal will first become 

visible. But the use of calculations in determining the 

start of the month is contentious because it is a modern 

technique, not appearing in historical traditions. Thus, 

using calculations may inadvertently undermine our 

legacy of naked eye hilaal witnessing. There is also the 

dimension of takalluf (burden) to consider; Muslim 

communities across the globe have been able to apply the 

Hijri calendar indiscriminate of their technological and 

scientific advancements. Will our ‘modern technology’ 

undermine and burden them? After all, Muslim societies 

managed to apply the Hijri Calendar without the benefit 

of telescopes and advanced physics for a considerable 

time. Use of instruments such as telescopes may even 

result in seeing the hilaal one day sooner in certain parts 

of the world.  

 

 

White line 
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Modern calculations throw open the possibility, for 

technologically advanced societies, to begin a new 

lunar month without having to have to wait for the 

hilaal to become visible because the astronomical 

calculations tell us that the hilaal should be visible. 

Calculations do not take into account pollution, or 

clouds, or a change in the atmospheric composition, all 

of which can affect the visibility of the hilaal. 

 

There are a number of responses suggested by scholars 

of this fieldxx in response to this new possibility, the 

extremes and balance of which can be summarised as 

follows: 

• Pro-calculation view: Astronomical calculations 

should be used to estimate the start of the new 

month. This is extremely useful for elucidating the 

optimal time and place for the hilaal sighting. 

• Anti-calculation view: Astronomical calculations 

should not be used to estimate the start of the new 

month. This view insists on the actual physical 

sighting of the hilaal, in conformance with the 

Sunnah, and therefore rejects the use of 

astronomical tools and calculations.xxi 

• ‘Middle’ responsexxii: Calculations should be used 

only to reject ‘false’ hilaal sightings by proving 

that the hilaal was not visible at the time of the 

claimed sighting. The ‘false’ crescent sighting may 

be a genuine instance of a mistake on the part of 

the witness. 

 

The credibility of pro-calculation views is hindered by 

the reliability of calculations. Despite the late 

improvement in the sophistication of calculations, 

calculations cannot be used all the time. Calculations 

for hilaal visibility have a zone of uncertainty – if the 

horizon falls into this zone it is necessary to physically 

witness the hilaal. This happens for at least about 20% 

of the timexxiii. 

 

The Saudi Dating System: The Perfect Match? 

The “Civil-use” lunar Hijri calendar has been adopted 

by most, if not all, of the Muslim countries for 

administrative purposes. However, as the preferred 

calculation method differs from country to country, 

this has led to unsynchronised Civil Hijri calendars 

throughout the Muslim world. The official Saudi 

“Umm Ul-Qura” calendar, designed in the prestigious 

King Abdul Aziz University for Science and 

Technology (KACST) in Riyadh, is not based on 

crescent-sightings, but is calculated. It is used for 

official dates in public offices such as in ministries 

and schools. It neither attempts nor claims to predict 

the hilaal, although it has been used as a guide for 

moon sighting.   

 

Case Study: Eid ul-‘Adha 2005CE/ 1426AH 

 
Eidul-Adha is celebrated on the 10th of Dhul Hijjah. This 

requires the witnessing of the hilaal 10 days beforehand. 

Following the testimony of a witness who claimed to have 

seen the hilaal at 12:03 Universal Time on January 10th, 

Eid ul-Adha was declared to be on the 20th of January by 

the Saudi Administration. Astronomical calculations 

showed that at 12.03 on January 10th, the moon was three 

hours old in Saudi Arabia, and set three minutes before the 

sunset. Usually the moon needs to be 20-25 hours old 

before the crescent is visible to the naked eye and 

therefore, by astronomical calculations, it would have been 

impossible for the hilaal to have been visible on January 

10th as claimed. 
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‘Kharq al-'Ada’: Minor Miracles 
The Laws of Science, which dictate the course of the moon, 

are themselves from Allah, the Transcendent, and the All 

Powerful. Nothing goes against His will. The Laws of 

Science are a Rahma (compassion or mercy) for us; they 

provide a logical frame of reference which lets us make 

sense of our world. However, if Allah should will that the 

course of the moon, or any other Natural Law, be changed 

and go against the norm, that is His power. 

 

We need a normal explanation for why astronomical 

calculations often do not agree with hilaal sightings. 

The concept of ‘Kharq al-‘Ada’, the breaking of 

norms, is accepted in Islam. However it is by 

definition a rare event. We do not and cannot accept 

the explanation of a ‘minor miracle’ every year to 

account for a discrepancy between the sighting of the 

hilaal and astronomical calculations.  

 

 
 
Compromising Credibility for Consensus
A Qadixxiv determines the authenticity of a testament of a 

hilaal sighting. If the testimony of the sighting is accepted 

to be authentic, it is usual for public announcements to be 

made, particularly when the moon indicates a religiously 

significant eventxxv. 

 

The Qadi has the authority to reject a testimony or at least 

revisit a witness’ credentials based on an understanding of 

the character of the witness or the sheer impossibility of 

the claim. The judge must exercise the utmost care in 

judging the credibility of a witness. If the judge rejects the 

testimony of a witness, the witness, who may have had the 

best of intentions, may well fall into disreputexxvi. Thus, in 

order to reject the testimony of a witness, the judge must 

have very strong grounds to do so. 

 

The process by which a judge reaches a judgement on the 

testimony of the witness is called ijtihaad. As with any 

human action, there is scope for errors in the ijtihaad. If an 

error is made in this process the Shariah does not render 

the judgement null, although clearly an accurate initial 

judgement is better. For example, a common ijtihaad 

mistake made by people is with regards to the qibla, 

the direction of prayerxxvii. The direction of the qibla 

is often ‘estimated’ by Muslims in the absence of 

certainty. If it is later discovered that the estimated 

direction was wrong, this does not nullify the offered 

prayersxxviii, although it is clearly better if the qibla 

was estimated accurately in the first place. Similarly, 

if Muslim communities incorrectly estimate the start 

of Ramadaan, this does not invalidate their fastingxxix.  

 

There is general consensus (Ijma’) on the fact that the 

communal aspect of religious rites such as the fasting 

in Ramadaan and Hajj (pilgrimage) in Dhul Hijjah, 

take precedence even over the accuracy of a moon 

sightingxxx since avoiding dissension and disunity is a 

very important principle of Islam.  

 

Compromising credibility for the sake of consensus 

should be limited to cases of genuine Ijtihaad errors, 

which should be rare and not routine. 
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Time Zones  
 
The phenomenon of time zones occurs due to the 

spherical shape of the earth. Essentially, two global 

points that have the same longitude are in the same 

time zone. By this same principle, two global points 

bearing the same latitude should be equally likely to be 

the first place to sight the hilaal, within a given period 

of time. The pool of countries able to sight the hilaal 

lies within a curve, which shifts westward every 

monthxxxi. As it takes the earth 24 hours to rotate on its 

axis, the hilaal should be visible to every region of the 

world over a period of 24 hours, except for areas nearer 

to the poles. Thus there being a difference of one day 

in the start of the new lunar month throughout the 

globe is natural. Therefore having Eid, or any other 

significant event, on two dates, but in about 24 hours 

for much of the populated earth, is a natural 

phenomenon. Only in rare cases can we expect the 

entire globe to celebrate Eid on the same date xxxii .

 
 
Eid ul-‘Adha, 1st Century (AH)/ Seventh Century (CE) 
During the early Umayyad Period in the 1st Century (H)/ Seventh Century (CE), the hilaal was visible in Syria, but not in 

Medina. The beginning of the new month, in this case Ramadaan, was announced in Syria. However, in Medina, the 

community insisted upon waiting for the hilaal to become visible locally in Medina and thus began their month of 

Ramadaan a day later. Reported in Hadith Kurayb of Sahih Muslim 
 
White line

Historically, because of the lack of instant 

communication (no satellite dishes!), global Muslim 

communities had to go by local sighting. It would take 

sometimes months for Muslims, for example in India 

or Spain, to know when Eid, or any other important 

event, had been celebrated in the Arabian Peninsula. 

Notably however there was between Makkah and 

Medina 9 days and 10 nights to convey the news of Eid 

ul-‘Adha [10th of Dhul Hijjah]. This was sufficient time 

to send a message between the two cities, but there 

appears to be no evidence of the Prophet (peace and 

blessings upon him) making arrangements for such 

synchronization.
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Multiple Horizons 
 

 

The fact that the hilaal becomes visible in one part of the world before another poses a dilemma for the Muslim 

scholarly community: is it acceptable to accept the sighting of the hilaal in another part of the world, or must the hilaal 

be witnessed locally? This issue, much like the issue of the use of astronomical calculations, has a broad spectrum of 

responses suggested by scholars. These can be summarised as follows: 

 
1. Sighting the hilaal locally 

The hilaal sighting should be witnessed in each country 

and should be accepted only by other countries in 

which the moon rises and sets at the same timexxxiii. 

This view takes into account ikhtilaaf al-mataale’, 

multiple horizons, and is scientifically supported by the 

spherical geometry of earth. It is because of the multiple 

horizons of the earth that some geographical regions 

witness the hilaal before others.xxxiv

This becomes difficult to implement because of ‘instant 

communication’. In the 21st Century, the news of the 

hilaal, in for example Saudi Arabia, is immediately 

transmitted throughout the globe by our television sets. 

It becomes difficult to ignore Saudi Arabian celebrations 

and wait for our own hilaal, possibly a day later. Often it 

is assumed by the mass of Muslims that what applies in 

one region applies in every other. 

 

2. Sighting the hilaal globally  

The sighting of the hilaal in any part of the world is valid 

for the entire globe. This view takes into account the 

concept of ittihaad al-mataale’, unified horizons. Thus 

the beginning of the lunar month would be dictated for 

the entire world by the visibility of the hilaal in the first 

region it becomes visible. xxxv

This is impossible to implement for remote communities 

and difficult to implement for other technologically 

advanced communities. For example, if the hilaal 

becomes first visible in New York after sunset, it is 

already too late to act on this information in Indonesia 

since it will be after sunrise.  

  
An alternative suggestion may be to set one region, such as the Arabian Peninsula, as a reference point for deciding the 

start of the new month. Thus a sighting of the hilaal in the Arabian Peninsula would be valid for the rest of the world. 

However, Astronomical calculations show that, for example California, which lies to the West of the Arabian Peninsula, 

will be able to see the hilaal, 45% of the time, before it is visible in the Arabian Peninsula. Thus to implement this view 

would mean that certain parts of the world may have to ignore their own hilaal and wait for it to appear in the Arab 

Peninsula. This goes against the clear injunctions in hadith literaturexxxvi to start the month with the witnessing of the 

hilaal. 

 

Whether we choose to follow the local sighting or a global sighting of the hilaal, the difference should only be of a day 

throughout the globe, except for areas closer to the poles. 

   

Practical Astronomy in Madinah:  Who Needs Watches Anyway? 

Makkah and Madinah bear exactly the same longitude, meaning that the qiblah at Madinah is due south. Hence the open 

plain of Madinah, especially around the Prophet's Masjid (peace and blessings upon him), is great for astronomy; seeing 

the sun, moon and stars rise in the East and set in the West.  When the sun is in the direction of the qiblah, this signifies 

Noontimexxxvii, and the shadows (which are parallel to the north-south axis and the direction of qiblah) are a valuable 

indication of the prayer times, which are dictated by the position of the sun in the sky. This breathtaking daily celestial 

phenomenon can be used to judge the time of prayer.  
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Committees for ‘Hilaal Sighting: Not Hilaal Fighting’ 
 
In Saudi Arabia in 1419H (1998 CE), the Ruling 

Council ordered the formation of hilaal sighting 

committees. Each committee would include an Islamic 

scholar from the Qada (Department of Justice), an 

astronomer from KACST, a member of the Imarah 

(ruling council of the city) and a few volunteers. By 

1421H (2000 CE), six of these official committees 

were in place in Saudi Arabiaxxxviii, each endeavouring 

to officially sight the hilaal by the naked eyexxxix. The 

Qada does however accept the testimony of any 

“credible” Muslim outside of these committees too. 

This has resulted in instances of the declaration of the 

new month before the hilaal has been confirmed by 

any of these six official hilaal sighting committeesxl.  

 

It seems reasonable to encourage the Sunnah of naked-

eye hilaal witnessing in groups in order to reduce the 

possibility of human errors. This is reinforced by 

hadiths which indirectly imply that it was a group of 

Muslims who witnessed the hilaal. Once the hilaal 

becomes visible in any region of the world, it should be 

visible to all the residents of that region, and to 

residents of all other regions which lie in the same 

hilaal visibility curve. 

 

The UK equivalent of these committees is the ‘UK 

Central Royal-e-Hilaal Committee’ which includes 

over 50 scholars, Imams and leading members of 

various mosques. They work to unite on the date for 

Eid ul-Adha (10th of Dhul Hijjah) in the UK, one of the 

most significant events in the Hijri Calendar. There are 

also ongoing projects such as the UK-based 

Moonwatch project xli  and the International Crescent 

Observation Project (ICOP), which combined, aim to 

provide accurate crescent observations from around the 

world.  
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In the Heavens lies our answers… 

The sighting of the hilaal is crucial to the timing of Muslim celebrations, and is a source of repeatedly unsatisfactory 

outcomes. By bringing together knowledge and presenting it coherently to the Muslim public, this article intends to 

build a better collective understanding of the issues; theological, social and physical.  

The issue of the calculation of the Islamic Lunar Calendar essentially has three facets to it; there is the credibility of 

using calculations to predict the start of the new month to consider; there is the credibility of the calculations themselves 

to consider; and there is the credibility of witnesses to the hilaal to consider. Judgement, a precious quality at the best of 

times, is needed to discern the credibility of a human witness and sustain a community consensus. The present 

geography of the Ummah and the technology that allows a man in London to see Makkah more easily than the sky 

outside his home presents a difficulty. But just as this difficulty does not lead a man in London to pray Fajr by Makkah 

time, it should not lead a man in London to start the Islamic month by hilaal sighting in Makkah. 

These issues of credibility are just part of wider issues; ultimately we are looking for unity, our ‘Golden Goal’, on this 

issue. Sharing Eid on one day throughout the globe is, to the everyday Muslim, a sure sign of Unity. Since this is 

astronomically highly improbable, we need to realise that ‘Unity’ lies in people of one area praying Eid Salah on the 

same day, just as they pray Fajr at the same time. To follow a ‘global’ nature (unified horizons) is difficult to implement. 

Yet, by following local nature (multiple horizons), a single unified celebration of Eid would not be guaranteed. Perhaps 

this is a sign of how we are different, and that Globally Unified Eid is not the ultimate objective, just as a global time 

for the Fajr prayer is not the objective. 

Essentially, the resolution of this controversy is an issue of nurturing a better informed public understanding, through 

which credibility and trust can be assigned on individual, local and national scales.  

 

May Allah, the Praised and All-Mighty, give Guidance and Success to our Ummah in all matters. Aameen. 

 
This article is based on the work of Dr. Salman Shaikh (“Which Hilaal (Islamic Crescent) to Follow? Reasons for 

Islamic dates confusion and their solution Insha'Allaah” which can be accessed on http://www.jas.org.jo/hilaal/ ), and 
a lecture delivered by Dr. Usama Hasan in November 2004 at Imperial College London 

. 
Edited by Ruksana Begum 

 

To Develop Your Knowledge Try… 
 
www.bbc.co.uk/science/space/ reliable information from the BBC  
www.websurf.nao.rl.ac.uk HM Nautical Almanac Office  
www.rog.nmm.ac.uk The Royal Observatory in Greenwich  
www.ummah.net/astronomy Monzur Ahmed's Islamic Astronomy  
www.jas.org.jo The Jordanian Astronomical Society  
www.hilal-sighting.com Affiliated to the Islamic Society of North America  
www.exploratorium.com Possibly the world’s best online museum 
http://skyview.gsfc.nasa.gov A virtual telescope, perfect for cloudy nights 
http://hubblesite.org Pictures from the greatest telescope ever built 
http://www.hps.cam.ac.uk/starry/starrymessenger.html Cambridge University’s History of Astronomy 
www.skyandtelescope.com Sky and Telescope Magazine 
www.astronomy.com Astronomy Magazine 
www.stikky.com “Stikky Night Skies” published by Laurence Holt Books 
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i Or Anno Domini (AD), latin for In the Year of the Lord. 
ii Prophet Isa, peace be upon him 
iii 29.5 X 12 = 354 
iv Thus in every 33 solar years there are about 34 lunar years. This difference is important to note when looking at descriptions of historical period 
lengths, or ‘age of death’ in historical biographies. We are always ‘older’ in the lunar calendar measurement. 
v In the Northern Hemisphere 
vi The first calendar month of the Hijri calendar 
vii The ninth calendar month of the Hijri calendar, and also the sacred month of fasting 
viii lit. The place of sunset. “Magrib” is also the name of the fourth of the five daily prayers, performed immediately after sunset. 
ix Literally gets ‘fatter’ 
x This is not the middle of the Islamic month, which may be a day later than the exact full moon since the crescent was typically a day later than the 
astronomical ‘new moon’. 
xi Literally gets ‘thinner’ 
xii In the northern hemisphere (NH) this looks like a backwards ‘C’-shaped waxing crescent. In the southern hemisphere (SH) it is seen ‘upside down’ 
(rel. to NH) as a ‘C’-shaped waxing crescent.   
xiii In the northern hemisphere this looks like a ‘C’-shaped waning crescent. In the southern hemisphere (SH) it is seen ‘upside down’ (rel. to NH) as a 
backwards ‘C’-shaped waning crescent. This image is of the last quarter of the moon cycle. Between the ‘first quarter’ and ‘final quarter’ the moon is 
called a gibbous rather than a crescent. 
xiv Time-zones exist because of the spherical shape of the earth 
xv The twelfth and final Hijri calendar month. An outline of the names of the Hijri calendar months can be found on 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_calendar#Months  
xvi An immense body of narrations of the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings upon him, compiled and systematized by scholars in 
the Eighth and Ninth Centuries CE / First and Second Centuries AH. 
xvii The actions of the Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings upon him. These actions are sought to be emulated by Muslims throughout the world. 
xviii Calculations need to be done using the Visible Crescent, and not the dark invisible astronomical new moon, which is typically born one day before 
the hilaal. 
xix However accurate calculations for the motion of the moon have existed for thousands of years, as indicated by the evidence of the accurate 
predictions of solar and lunar eclipses as far back as the Classical Period. It is only in the last quarter of a century that these calculations have become 
precise, able to accurately predict the visibility of the new moon for about 80% of the time. 
xx Fiqh is Islamic jurispudence; made up of the rulings of Islamic jurists to direct the lives of Muslims. Fiqh expounds the methodology by which 
Islamic law is derived from primary and secondary sources. 
xxi This view is not actually as ‘anti-calculation’ as it may seem. General knowledge, which was available in the seventh century (CE) of the lunar 
cycle, dictates that the lunar month, for example, cannot be 35 days long, since under normal circumstances it is between 28 and 31 days. Thus after 
31 days, it can be safely assumed that the new month has begun. The lack of a witnessing of the hilaal may be explained for example by poor weather 
conditions. 
xxii The fatwa issued by the European Council for Fatwa and Research (ECFR) states that the beginning of Shawwaal or Ramadan should be decided 
as a result of viewing (either by the naked eye or as a result of observatories) on the condition that the firm astronomical calculations do not contradict 
the possibility of such a sighting. According to the ECFR, “the testimonies of individual witnesses constantly carry the element of imperfection, 
whilst astronomical calculations are sound and unequivocal, and scholars have agreed that what is imperfect does not stand up to nor overtake what is 
deemed perfect and sound.” 
xxiii Calculations for hilaal visibility by the naked eye have a ‘Zone of Uncertainty’ which is typically about 5 time-zones wide (2006). Thus any given 
city can fall in this ‘Zone of Uncertainty’ on at least 20% of occasions. On these occasions calculations cannot give an answer thereby leaving the 
actual physical hilaal sighting as the only way to determine the date. 
xxiv A Qadi is a legal Jurist who has the legal training and credentials to form an independent judgement in a legal or theological question based on the 
interpretation and application of the four foundations of Islamic Jurisprudence (usul al-fiqh): the Quran, Sunnah, Qiyas (analogy) and Ijma’ 
(consensus of scholars). This process is called Ijtihaad. 
xxv Such as the start of Ramadaan or Muharram 
xxvi The Shariah (Islamic Legal System) aims to protect the life, religion, intellect, dignity, and property of the individual and the community. 
xxvii Towards the Ka’bah in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. 
xxviii There may be other views on this. Some scholars may argue that recompense, such as making up those prayers prayed in the wrong direction, 
would be necessary.  
xxix Although recompense, in the form of ‘making up’ a day of fast, if it is found that fasting was observed a day later than it should have been, may be 
expected. Note 28. 
xxx "Your Fitr is the day you observe Fitr (end the fasting of Ramadan); your Adha is the day you sacrifice; all of 'Arafah is a place of standing; all of 
Mina is a place for sacrifice; every valley of Makkah is a place for sacrifice; all of Jam' (Muzdalifah) is a place for standing." Saheeh Hadith, from the 
Sunnan of Imam Abu Dawud, ‘Mistakes regarding the crescent’. 
xxxi A map showing time-zones and hilaal visibility curves can be viewed on moonsighting.com 
xxxii The hilaal of Dhul Hijjah in 1426H (January 2005CE) presented the exceptional possibility of viewing the hilaal throughout the globe within 24 
hours. Thus Eid ul-‘Adha, celebrated on the 10th of Dhul Hijjah, could have been celebrated on the same day throughout the globe.  
xxxiii These countries lie within the same hilaal visibility curve 
xxxiv If the earth was flat, there would be only one horizon, and thus ikhtilaaf al-mataale’ would be invalid. The sun and moon would be visible in 
exactly the same place throughout the world, and prayer times and calendar dates would be the same throughout the world. 
xxxv This is in line with the test for an authentic hilaal sighting, which states that “when the crescent moon is visible somewhere on earth, it must be 
visible at all points west of it [on the same latitude] with a clear horizon.” www.moonsighting.com
xxxvi “Upon seeing the moon, begin your fast; and upon seeing the moon, end your fast (meaning, make your next day the day of Eid).” Bukhari 
H.1776, Muslim H.1809, Tirmizi H.620, Nasai H.2088
xxxvii In the summer, the sun is almost overhead as Makkah is about 1 or 2 degrees from the Tropic of Cancer 
xxxviii Near Makkah, Riyadh, Qassim, Hail, Tabuk and Asir 
xxxix The sighting committees may carry a telescope with them. 
xl In one recent case [Thursday, 10 Dhul Hijjah 1425 AH] the Saudi “AlWatan” newspaper reported that a witness for the erroneous hilaal sighting 
was 80 years old. 
xli www.crescentmoonwatch.org 
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